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ElectronicTotal StationSpeeds
SurveyOperations
s/ope
Thisnew electronicsurveyinginstrumentmeasures
then computes
distanceand zenithanglesimultaneously,
and displayshorizontalor verticaldistancein feetor metres.
horizontalangle.
/fs base measures
by MichaelL. Bullockand RichardE. Warren

f N 1e70, WITH THE INTRODUCTION of the
I saooA DistanceMeter.Hewlett-Packardlaunched
into the electronic measurement of distance. Since
that time HP has becomea major supplier of electronic distancemeasuringequipment (EDM).Typically,
EDM has been used in conjunction with some angle
measuring device such as a transit, becausethe position of one point with respectto anotheris usually described by a horizontal distance, a vertical distance,
and a horizontal angle from a known bearing or line.
Now both distance and angle measuring capability
are available in a new instrument-the 38104 Total
Station (Fig. r).
In the past, horizontal distance was measuredby
taping the distance,being very careful to maintain the
tape in a horizontal plane, or by measuring the slope
distance (typically with EDM equipment),measuring
the zenith angle (using a theodolite or transit), and
then computing the horizontal distance on a calculator. The 3810A Total Station is capableof measuring
slope distance and zenith angle simultaneously and
then calculating the horizontal distance or vertical
distance for immediate display. This horizontal distance capability, combined with a basethat measures
horizontal angle, makes the total station a powerful
instrument for subdivision layout, aswell asfor many
other surveying applications(seepage 6).
A glanceat the total station'scontrol panel (Fig. 2)
shows not only its simplicity of operation but also
the variety of measurement options selectable by
the operator.The total station measuresand displays
either vertical, horizontal, or slope distance,or zenith
angle. It gives a single reading to the full resolution of
the inshument or continuously updated readings with
reduced resolution. Readingsare in feet or metresfor
or grads for
distances and degrees/minutes/seconds
angle. The operator simply preselects the desired
function and units, aims the instrument at the target

point using the integral telescopeand aiming tangent
screws,and pressesthe tvluAsunnbutton. The instrument then automatically controls its own measurement cycle to produce the desired readout. AII parameters other than the selectedone are also measured
or computed and are available for immediate recall.
The continuously updated reading is especially useful for such things as laying out a certain distance.
The total station measuresdistancesup to 1.6 km
[1 mile) with resolution as fine as 1 mm. Measurements
are accuratewithin 5 mm + 10 ppm.
Cover: With its built-in
calcuIator, angIe transducer,
and modulated-light-beam
di stance m easuring sysfem,
this one instrument, Model
3810A Total Station,gives
the operator a direct readout of distance to a polemounted retroreflectorheld
by his rod man. The displayed horizontal distance. corrected for refractton and the earth's
curvature, is automatically derived from slope
distance and vertical angle.
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Fig.l' Model3810ATotalStationmeasureshorizontal,vertical,andslopedistancesandvertical
angle, all automatically.lts calibrated base measureshorizontalangle. A snap-inbatterypod
eliminates cables.

Distance MeasuringTechnology
The total station measures distance using amplitude modulation of a lightbeam (910 nm wavelength)
from a GaAs diode. The wavelength of the modulation envelope (I *) is chosen to be consistent with the
requirements of the measurement.
The modulated light is transmitted through a transmitter optics assembly and downrange to the end of
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Fig. 2. 3810A control panel. Operator simply selects the
function and units, aims the instrumentat the target point
using the integral telescope,and presses the MEAiURE
button. He can a/so se/ect a single reading wrth full resolution or
a continuously updated readout with reduced resolution.

the line being measured, where a retroreflector sends
the beam back to the instrument. A receiver optics assembly focuses the beam on a photodiode detector/
mixer, which produces an elechical signal that has the
characteristics of the received modulated light envelope. IdeaIIy this signal is identical to the modulation
signal except for a displacement or phase shift proportional to the measured line length.
The phase shift between the transmitted and received signals is a consequence of the finite velocity
of the signal envelope, which is essentially equal to
the speed of light. Fig. 3 shows how this phase shift is
proportional to the distance being measured. The
light beam actually travels the measured distance
twice, once going out and once coming back, and Fig.
3 shows the light path "unfolded" to illustrate more
clearly the effect of distance on phase. A measured
distance of r/zlt^is equivalent to one complete modulation wavelength, or 360' of phase shift. Typically, a
phase measurement cannot distinguish between 0o
and 360o of phase shift, thus leading to a repetitive
phase-versus-distancecharacteristic, as shown in Fig.
4. In the total station, two different modulating frequencies are used alternately, a lower frequency to
determine the basic range, and a higher frequency for
resolution. The frequencies are approximately 75 kLlz,
which provides a 2000-m measurement interval, and
15 MHz, which provides a 10-m interval,
In this idealized amplitude modulation system, the
output signal of the detector is compared with the
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Ffg. 3. Ihe total station measures distance by measuring
the phase shiftbetween the modulation envelopes of two light
beams. One is a reference light beam and the other is a light
beam that has traversed the unknown distance and been re'
flected back to the instrument.

signal driving the modulator to determine phase
shift. In practice,modulators and detectorsintroduce
phaseshift. If this phase shift were constant,it could
be taken into account in the measurement.However,
it can vary considerably with time and temperature
and can therefore introduce measurementerrors.
Our solution to this problem is to generatea referencesignal that hasbeen exposedto the samevariable
phase shifts (exceptthat proportional to the distance
being measured)as the transmitted-receivedsignal.
This is accomplished by alternately directing the
output of the amplitude modulator to the transmitter
optics and through an internal referencepath to the
detector. This guaranteesthat any phase shift introduced by the modulator and detector is present in
both the external signal and the internal reference,so
any differential phaseshift betweenthesetwo signals
is proportional to the distance being measured.
DistanceMeasuringCircuits
A block diagram of the distancemeasurementportion of the 3810ATotal Stationis shown in Fig. 5. The
basic resolution and accuracy are determined by the
accuracyand stability of the 15-MHz oscillator in the
transmitter, and theseare determinedby the temperature and time stability of the oscillator crystal. Typical long-term stability of the crystal is 2-3 ppm/year.
The temperaturecoefficient of the oscillator is < -r 10
ppm over the entire envitonmental range of the instrument (-20'C to *55"C).
The transmitter provides the drive signal to the
emitting diode.It divides the 1S-MHzsignal digitally
to provide the second modulation frequency of 75

kHz and a 3.75-kHz squarewave electrical reference
signal. The transmitter also provides 15-MHz and
7l-kHz signals to the receiver.
The transmitter diode produces a modulated Iight
beam under the control of the transmitter drive signal. The chopper,a blade rotating at a 10-Hzrate, aIternately routes the diode output either through
the transmitter optics (external path) or through
the variable optical attenuator (internal path). The
block labeled "optics" sends the light beam toward
the targetreflector and focusesthe returned and reference beams on the detector diode.
The receiver and phase-lock circuit provides the
local oscillator drive to the photodiode detector.The
local oscillator drive is always 3.75 kHz above the
modulation frequency currently being transmitted.
The receiverhas automatic gain control to maintain a
constantoutput level regardlessofinput level. It also
filters the detector output to eliminate all but the
3.75-kHz component.
The Iimiter takes the 3.75-kHz sine wave (IF) and
produces a square wave output (IFL). The limiter is
also an important part of the automatic balance feature of the 3810A. Under control of the microprocessor,the limiter detectsthe difference between
the internal path signal amplitude and the external
path signal amplitude, and adjusts this difference to
zero by adjusting the variable attenuatorin the internal path. When the two paths are balancedthis fact is
communicated back to the microprocessor via the
flag line. Control lines from the phasedetectortell the
limiter when a reading is being taken and enablethe
beambreak circuit on the limiter. The beambreak circuit detects whether the IF signal is below or above
presetlevels. Data collected under such conditions is
questionable,so the microprocessoreliminates it
from the measurementprocess.
The phase detector and accumulator circuit makes
the actual distance measurementby measuring the
phase difference between the IFL signal and the
3.75-kHz reference. The internal path is measured
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Fig.4. Phase shllt is a linear function of distance within onehalf wavelength of the light-beam modulation signal. Two
modulationfrequenciesare used:75 kHz for the basic2000-m
measurementintervaland 15 MHzfor a 10-mintervaland bet'
ter resolution.
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Fig. 5. Total station distance
measuring circuits. Light at a
wavelengthof 910 nm is produced
by a GaAs diode. The accumulator counts 15-MHz pulses for
100 cycles of the 3.75-kHz refence, f irst for the internalpath and
then for the external path; it then
holds the average over 100 cycles
of the phase difference between
internal and external paths. Thisis
transferred to the microprocessol
for analysisand display.

first. The phase difference between IFL and the
3.7S-kHzreferenceis determined by opening a gate
on the leading edge of the 3.75-kHz referencesignal
and closing it on the leading edge of the IFL signal.
While the gate is open, 1S-MHz pulses enter the accumulator and count it upward. This is repeatedfor
100 cyclesof the 3.zS-kHzreference.At the end of t0O
cycles the accumulator holds a number that represents the average phase difference between the
3.7l-kHz referenceand the IFL signal (internal path)
over those 100 cycles.Next, the externalpath signal is
selected,and a similar measurementis done, except
that the accumulator is counted down. The accumulator then holds the averageover 100 cycles of the
phasedifferencebetweeninternal and externalpaths.
Measured data is then transferred to the microprocessorfor analysis and display.
Angle MeasuringTechnology
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the angle measuring
system of the 38104 Total Station. The system is divided into two sections, analog and digital. The
analog section does the actual angle measurement,
while the digital section controls the timing of the
measurementand interfacesthe angle system to the
rest of the instrument.
The operation of the analog section is serial in nature. The 2]c-kHz oscillator is the source of the drive
signal that is used to make the angle measurement.

The active attenuatordivides this signal by a factor of
almost 20, and the transducer driver provides an inverted version of this signal to the angle transducer.
Becauseof the precision needed in the angle measurement,the effectsof electronic noise must be kept
to a very low level This is done by starting out with
an oscillator that has a good output signal-to-noise
ratio. Noise components in the output of the transducer driver are more than one million times smaller
than the desired signal.
The transduceris the heart of the angle system.Details of its construction are discussed in the box on
page 10. Electrically, the transducercan be representedby the circuit shown in Fig. 7.Two of the "resistors", R1 and Rs, are functions of tilt angle O and
another parameter*, while Re is a function only of *.
The parameter * includes the effects of geometry,
physical properties, temperature, and other parameters. The transducer sense amplifier senses tilt
angle as shown in Fig. 8. Notice that the effectsof the
non-angle-relatedparametersare cancelled, leaving
only a function of tilt angle O and some constant factors that are calibrated out.
In the conversion from ac to dc, differences can
creep into the various signal paths and causeerrors.
For this reasonthe next three blocks in Fig. Oare tied
togetherin an automatic zeroing loop. The signal select
block, under control of the digital section timing signals, connectsthe rectifier block to one of three pos-

How the Total Station Is Used
describedhere,time savingsof 30-60%over other methodsare
easilyobtained in layout situations.
Anothertype of applicationthat the total stationdoes well is
detail and locationsurvey.Since the instrumenthas both distance and anglecapability,a surveyfor topographicinformation
can be done with this one instrument(Fig 2). By settingthe
targeton the rangepole at the same heightas the instrument,
differencesin elevatroncan be read directly. The horizontal
locationof each point can also be establishedusing horizontal
distance and horizontalangle.

The primaryaplicationfor the 3810A Total Stationis layout,
A typicallayoutapplicationmightbe a subdivisionof 40 acres
dividedinto 160 individuallots.The drawingof this subdivision
(Fig. 1)has all the pointslocatedby horizontaldistancesand
horizontalanglesfrom other points.Witha 3810Aand the drawing,the pointscan easilybe set out with almostno fieldcalculationsor iterations,since the total stationdisplays horizontal
distancedirectly.lf the crew has transposedthese rectangular
coordinatesinto polar coordinatesabout control points, then
even laster layout can be accomplished because the instrument can be set up at only a few locationsand all other points
uplaid out from there.In layingout a point,the continuously
dated readingbecomesvery useful,helpingthe operatortell
the rod man when he is close to the desired spot. Then the instrumentis switchedto make an accuratereadingand the iinal
few centimetrescan be set with a pocket tape.

Topographic Survey
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Fig.2. Topographic survey is another application for which
the 3810A Total Stationis well suited.

In layingout alonga line,thereis stillthe problemof getting
the rod man on line.To speedup thisstep,an accessorycalled
a linefindercan be mountedon top of the totalstation.This is an
opticaldevicethattellsthe rod man whetherhe is to the rightor
the leftof the line by showinghim differentcolorswhen he looks
back at the instrument.With a total stationand the techniques

An application apart from land surveying is in the hydrographic area, for example plotting a profile of a river or lake
bottom.The total stationcan quickly determinethe positionof
a boat that is equippedwith soundingequipmentto measure
depth. The resultingdata can be correlatedlater to obtain a
profile,Again,the updatedreadingis especiallyusefulin this
application.
The versatilityof the total station should also help it meel
such as building
of manyotherapplications,
the requirements
foundationlayout, utility and/or pipeline layout,traverse surveys,volumeestimating,and generalhighwaylayout,

sible voltages. The rectifier provides full-wave rectification of its input signal in synchronism with
the 2.5-kHz Vx4 signal. The active low-pass filter
convertsthe full-wave rectified signal to a dc level for
use in the A-to-D converter.During the autozeroportion of an angle measurementthe signal select block
grounds the input to the rectifier and causesthe resulting systemoffsetvoltagesto be storedon a capacitor so their effectcan be subtractedfrom the integrator
input voltage.
During a measurementthe output of the active lowpassfilter is a dc level alternately proportional to the
referencevoltage or to the unknown angle-dependent
voltage. The dual-slope integrator operateson these
two voltage levels. It "ramps up" on the unknown

voltage for a fixed time, then "ramps down" on the
known reference voltage until the ramp crosses
through zero. The ramp-down time is proportional to
the unknown angle.This time is measuredin the digital sectionby counting pulses while ramp-down is in
progress.
The digital section provides all the timing signals
for angle measurement and accumulates the actual
angle measurement.The digital section is controlled
by an ASM (algorithmic statemachine).The qualifier
multiplexer allows various signals to affect the value
of the statecounter only when they are intended to do
so. The statecounter keepstrack of which phaseof the
measurement is currently taking place. The state
counter decoding logic generatesthe control signals

Fig. 1, Typical subdivision layout. Horizontd distances and
angles are importantmeasurements.
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Fig.6. Iotalstationzenith-anglemeasuringcircuits.Theanalogsection excitesthe angle transducer and convetts its output to a dc level that is measured by the dual-slope integration technique. The digital section provides timing and contrcl.

needed to operate the analog section and to control
the six-decadecounter.The six-decadecounter generatesthe timing for auto-zeroand ramp-up operations
and servesas the reading accumulator during rampdown. The zero-detectlogic senseswhen the ramp
crossesthrough zero, thus terminating the accumulation of ramp-down counts. The scalefactor and offset
logic generatessignals under processor control to

R1= f(@,*)

Fig.7. Angle transducet equivalent circurl. O ls the unknown
angle and * is a parameter that includes the effects of geometry, physical properties, temperature, and other factors.

allow readout of the PROM that calibratesthe angle
system.The angle data multiplexer routesthe various
datasourcesto the processorfor combination and display. The angle system controls itself during a reading cycle, thereby freeing the microprocessorto control other instrument functions while an angle reading is being taken.
ProcessorTechnology
The 3810A Total Station uses the same microprocessoras the HP-35 hand-held calculator.l The
microprocessorprovides not only calculating ability
but also complicated control functions that would be
practically impossible by any other technique. Fig. 9
shows the processorsystem and its interfacesto the
rest of the instrument.
The microprocessordetermines when an angle
measurementis called for and, at the proper time, signals the angle logic sequencerto proceed.The microprocessor continues with its calculations until the
angle flag signal goes high, at which time four data
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Fig. 8. Ihe transducer sense amplifier cancels the effects
parameters,leavingonlyafunctton of tilt
of non-angle-related
angle O and some constantfactors that are calibratedout.

strobe lines are properly sequencedto read out the
data from the angle system via the data bus. The
microprocessor corrects for angle scale factor and
offset as follows:
Correctedangle : (raw angle x scale factor)
* offset
All of the angle systemreadingsare in decimal degrees referenced to level. The microprocessor converts the units to either degrees-minutes-seconds
or
to grads and changes the reference from level to
zenith.
The distance measuring system interface exemplifies the deeper levels of control the microprocessor

exertsupon the system.Fig. 10 shows this interfacein
greater detail.
Most of the interfacebetween the distancemeasuring system and the microprocessor consists of the
phase detector interface, since the phase detector is
the last link in the distance measuring system. The
control lines to the phasedetectorcontrol block determine when a reading is initiated, select initial phase
detector operating mode, and modify the operating
mode to account for existing conditions as shown by
the initial readings.
The phasedetectorflag signals the processorwhen
a phase detectorcycle is completed.A typical distance measurementconsists of many such phase detector cycles. At the end of each cycle the processor
examines the good flag line to determine if a beam
break condition existed any time during the last
phase detector cycle. If a beam break did occur the
processorignoresthe datataken during that cycle and
initiates a new phase detector cycle.
In addition to controlling the phase detector to
measuredistance,the processorcan switch the phase
detector input to the output of a one-shot delay circuit. The delay is controlled by the position of a variable resistor located on the front panel of the instrument, The processorrequeststhat the phase detector
measurethe phase corresponding to this delay, and
displays the phase as a number between *110 and
-40. This reading is taken repetitively; it allows
the operator to dial in a parts-per-million correction
factor to be applied to the distancemeasurement.The
correction factor, a function of air temperature and
pressure,is necessaryto compensatefor changesin
the velocity of light causedby changesin the index of
refraction of air.
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Fig. 9. Ihe microprocessor provldes soohlstlcated control and
computational capabilities. This
simplified diagram shows the
microprocessor and its interfaces
to the anole and distance circuits.

Distance
Measuring System

Processor

upon the instrument specification. If the variance exceeds these limits more data is taken until the variance is within limits or a maximum number of data
samples has been taken. If this maximum number has
been reached and the variance still exceeds the limits
the average of these data samples is displayed in a
flashing manner to warn the operator that the measuring conditions were marginal.
The processor also applies the dialed-in ppm correction factor, performs offset calibration, corrects
the raw angle data for scale factor and offset, and calculates horizontal and vertical distances corrected for
refraction and earth curvature. The equations used in
this last calculation are:

H.D.: s.D.
cose' I t - l!#

e'

]

V.D. : S.D. Sin O'
where H.D. is horizontal distance displayed, V.D. is
vertical distance displayed, S.D. is slope distance
measured, Rs is the radius of the earth, and O'is corrected vertical angle:

Fig. 10. A more detailed look at the inteiace between the
microprocessorand the distancemeasuringcircuits.In a distance measurement the processor handles all control and
computation functions,including statisticalanalysisof the raw
data to detect marginal measuring conditions.
The lines labeled "four data strobes" in Fig. 10 con-

trol the data multiplexer, which in turn routes data
from several sourcesonto the data bus for entry into
the microprocessor.Data basically comes from three
sources: phase measured data comes from the accumulator. distance offset information is read from a
programmable PROM structure, and front-panel
status information is read from the front-panel
controls.
The microprocessor also performs other control
functions in the distance measuring system. The
operation of the automatic balance circuit is controlled by two lines. The time during which the receiver AGC is allowed to track deviations in received
signal amplitude is controlled by the AGC sample/
hold line. The selection of which modulation frequency,either 15 MHz or 75kH4 is being transmitted
is controlled by the frequencyselectline. The test line
indicates to the systemthat the operatorhas requested a self-test.
The processorperforms many calculations in the
courseof eachreading.Statisticalanalysisofthe raw
distance data is performed to determine if the variance, o2, lies within predetermined limits based

O' : O + 13.9 arc-seconds per 1000 metres of
slope distance.
Finally, the processor does unit conversions to provide distances in metres or feet and angles in degreesminutes-seconds, grads, or percent grade.
Front-Panel Self-Test
When the operator selects the -888 position on the
front panel the processor lights all segments of the
display to show that all are working. This results in a
-8888.888 display. When the operator presses the
MEASUREbuttonwith the switch in the -888 position
the processor commands 20 different internal tests.
If all tests are completed successfully, -8888.88S is
displayed to indicate that the instrument is electronically sound with a high degree of confidence. If any
test fails the instrument flashes "0" to indicate a problem. Self-test is very valuable for checking out an instrument before it is carried out into the field for use.
an operation that may involve a crew of two or three
persons traveling considerable distance. The test is
not a 100% test, so it does not give 100% confidence,
but it does test all functions that can be tested
internally.
There are also thirteen additional test modes that
are accessible only at the factory or service center.
These tests help the service technician to determine
the source of a problem and to verify proper operation
when a repair has been made. For example, the frontpanel self-test can also be accessed from a test key-

Angle Transducer
frittedtogetherand a glasstube is weldedshut to finishthe sealing after the device is filled. Two sets of thermal shields are
added and the resultingdevice is a very reliableand accurate
gravitysensingangletransducer.Gravitysensingis desirable
becauseit meansthatonlvone sensoris neededto measurethe

In principle,the angle transduceris a very simpledevice.
Basically,it is a resistivecomponentwith electrodesseparated
by an electrolyte(see Fig. 1). The electrodeareas covered by
electrolyterepresentthe angleto which the unit is tilted.lf the
right and left electrodesare covered equally,then the unit has
zero output. As the unit is tilted, one side gets covered less
while the other is covered more.
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Fig,2. Typical linearity error of vertical angle transducer
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Fi,g.1. 38 10A angle transducer rba resisflvecomponent with
electrodes covered by an electrolyte.Relativecoverage of the
two electrodes is a measure of tilt anale.

Althoughthe concept is simple,there are many subtleties
that require control in the fabricationof the parts and in therr
assemblyto obtainan accuratedevice.The materialsused have
to be very stablewith time and temperature.Machiningand masking tolerancesare most critical.The assemblymust be completelysealed as well as void of any impurities.Finally,the
assemblymust be packagedin a mannerthat minimizestemperaturegradientsacross the liquid. Integratedcircuittechnologyis employedin manufacturingthe electrodes,and a very
stableceramic materialis used as the substrate,The oarts are

board. The identical tests are performed, but when a
failure occurs the display shows a flashing code from
7 to 2Oinsteadof a flashing "0". The servicetechnician can then consult a table that describesthe test
that is failing, and the type of failure can be found
using other available tests. The service tests also
allow display of all raw distance and angle parameters in all combinations of operating mode, allow
direct readout of calibration constants, test all
processorcontrols by operating them in continuous

Fig.4. Typical microlinearityof angle transducer
verticalangle and referenceit to gravity,The sensoris sensitive
only to the directionof gravity,not to its magnitude.
Theaccuracyof the angletransduceris shownin Figs.2, 3, and
4. Fig,2 showsa typicallinearity
errorplotoverthe entireworking range of +30'. Figs.3 and 4 show the same type of errors
at reduced ranges.

"signal generator"modes,provide known test conditions for checking auto-balanceoperations,and provide dynamic testing of flag return signals on a continuous basis.Theseadded test modes mean easier,
faster, and less costly production and repair.
OpticalSystem
The infrared lens systemof the 3810A Total Station
is one of the key elements in obtaining the range
and accuracy of the distance meter portion of the
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instrument. A schematic view of the infrared optical system is shown in Fig. 11. The aperture of
the lens system was designed to obtain the desired
range. The focal lengths of the lenses and the sizes
of the transmitter and receiver diodes are optimized
to obtain the desired beam angle of 3 arc-minutes.
Since only one wavelength is used (sto nm), color
correction is not necessary.Spherical aberrationsare
corrected by using plano-convex doublet lenses.
Proper diode alignment and stability of this alignment are essential for obtaining and maintaining
range and accuracy. Alignment is done by viewing
the diodes with the same wavelength of light that is
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Fig, 12. Horizontalbase has a least count of 20 seconds
with estimation to five seconds of arc. The readino here is
269" 29',50".
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Fig. 11. Total station optical
systemproduces a beam angle of
3 arc-minutes.Alignment of transmitter and receiver diodes ls carefully done fo assure accuracy of
+(5 mm + 10 ppm).

transmitted and aligning the two diodes optically to
the reticle of the telescopewithin 72.5 p,m. Stability
is assuredby lens, mirror, and diode mounting techniques.Thermal matching and/orthermal compensation by selectionof materialsis used in as many locations as possible.The surfacesthat mount the optical
elements are manufactured to precise tolerances so
as not to distort the optical surfaces.
HorizontalBaseand Telescope
The horizontal angle base of the 3810A Total Station is designed according to conventional practices
used in modern theodolites.Horizontal angle is measured by accurately scribed lines on a glass circle.
The operator uses a microscope and optical micrometer to observe the lines and interpolate between
them while the circle is rotated about an accurate
bearing/shaftarrangement.
The horizontal base.custom built for the total station, has a least count of 20 secondswith estimation
to 5 seconds of arc (Fig. 12). This means that each
minor division accounts for 20 secondsof arc but between thesedivisions interpolation to 5 secondsof arc is
possible.The bearing/shaftdesign is cylindrical. Maximum radial clearanceis approximately 0.6trr,m.
Support
is provided by ball bearing thrust members. Upper
and lower halves of the baseboth move, allowing the
operator to obtain more resolution by measuring the
angle a number of times and dividing the sum of the
readingsby the number of readings.
To measure angle accurately one must be able to
sight the object in question. The total station employs an 18 x erect-imagetelescopefor acquiring targets. Much design effort went into making this telescopestableand accurate,becausethe ability to measure angle is only as good as the sighting telescope.
To assurestability, eachassemblyis thermally cycled
ten times between-40'and +160" F. Accuracyis obtained by close control of the machining and as-
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sembly processesand tolerances and by using a highresolution reticle. The resulting scope, which focuses
from three metres to infinity, is repeatible within four
seconds of arc.
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DesigningEfficiencyinto a Digital
Processorfor an AnalyticalInstrument
Hardwarecontrolof the llO systemeliminatesexcessive
usedin a
in thearchitecture
ofa digitalprocessor
overhead
gas chromatograph,
leadingto significantimprovements
in operatingconvenience.
by John S. Poole and Len Bilen

HE CURRENTRUSH TOWARDS applying
T
I microprocessorsto all kinds of control tasks
hasnot escapedthe notice of thosedesigninganalytical instruments for chemical laboratories.In fact, a
processor-basedgas chromatograph, HP Model
5830A (Fig. 1), was announcedtwo years ago,1and
an advancedversion,Model 5840A(Fig.z), with 30%
more program memory and a magnetic card recorder/
reproducer that simplifies the entering of routine
set-up instructions and calibration information was
recently placed in production, The advantagesthat
built-in digital control gave these instruments has

gained wide acceptance for them by the chemical
industry,
Basic Considerations
How can a digital processor best be utilized in a gas
chromatograph? In its simplest form, a gas chromatograph analyzes complex mixtures of organic compounds, separating them into individual molecular
compounds by passing a sample in vaporized form
through a long, narrow tube that places a "drag" on
the chemical components. The drag is a function of
the molecular mass and chemical composition of

Fig. 1. Model 58304 Reporting
Gas Chromatograph has a builtin
digital processor that operates the
instrument throughout an analytical run following instructions
entered through the keyboard. lt
also monitors the detector output,
identifying sample components
and computing their concentrations,and generatesa chromatogram that includes a complete
analytical report.
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Fig,2. Operatingtnstructronscan be enteredby way of the keyboardof the new Model 5840A
Gas Chromatograph,then edited and recorded on a magnetic stripfor later re-entry(Fig 3)
Wtth30% more memorythan Model 5830A,Model 5€404 can be programmed to change operating condttionsbetween runs to accommodate sample-to-sample
differences.

each component, so the lighter components tend to
elute first from the tube, or column as it is commonly
known, followed in time by the heavier components.
A detector at the column exit responds to the
presence of components as they pass, tracing corresponding peaks on a strip-chart recorder. The result is
a c h r o m a t o g r a m ,a s s h o w n i n F i g . 4 . E a c h c o m p o n e n t
is identified by the time delay between sample insertion and detector response, called retention time. The
area under the curve of each peak is proportional to
the amount of that component in the sample.
Measuring the retention times and the areas of the
peaks yields the specific results desired. In the past,
the level of sophistication used in evaluating this data
was the primary limit on the accuracy of analyses.Because manual methods have obvious limitations, the
use of electronic data handling devices grew rapidly
as the art of chromatography evolved. Initially there
were hardware integrators that reported the time and
calculated the area of each peak. Then came systems
that used analog-to-digital converters to supply the
data to computers for application of more sophisticated means of recognizing and evaluating peaks.
Obviously, these computations are tasks suitable
for a built-in digital processor.The first such efforts at
using built-in digital processors, however, were
in stand-alone microprocessor-controlled integrators,
such as HP's Model 3380A,2 that used many of the

computer-based concepts to evaluate peak area.
If used properly, all these methods reduce data analysis errors to negligible levels but they require the
use of a relatively expensive auxiliary device with the
chromatograph. They also contribute nothing towards improving the primary source of information,
the chromatograph itself. Although built-in data an-

Fig. 3. Magnetic cards are long, narrow stnps on whrch
set-up instructionsand calibration informationcan be recorded and used to setup the chromatographat a later time
exactly as before.
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alysis is the most visible and perhaps most significant
difference between the Model 5840A and conventional analog chromatographs, the contribution that
the digital processor makes to better chromatograph
operation is also of major importance.
To understand this contribution, it is helpful to
review the relationship of the processor to the hardware. In a conventional chromatograph, each function and feedback control system has separate electronic circuits and if several detectors are used, each
of them also has individual circuits for processing its
signal. All of these require individual range or setpoint settings. A digital processor, however, is fast
enough to handle several signals simultaneously by
digital multiplexing so it can service the detector
signals while simultaneously carrying out, by means
of software algorithms, all the control functions. This
automatic control of all aspectsof gas chromatograph
operation gains a considerable advantage in both cost
and performance that alone would justify the use of a
digital processor. Since there is sufficient processor
time remaining to do data analysis, the analysis turns
out to be a bonus obtained essentially free, except for
the investment in software development.
The improvement that the digital processor brings
to gas chromatograph operation can be illustrated by
the autoranging electrometer for the flame ionization
detector. With a conventional chromatograph, the operator has to select an electrometer range setting by
means of front-panel switches. Selection of a too-sensitive range can result in flat-topped peaks caused by
electrometer saturation whereas a not-sensitiveenough range may result in failure to detect traceconcentration components. With autoranging under
processor control, the detector is always operated
on an appropriate range so very low trace concentrations can be analyzed during the very same run as
major components.
Designed-inDigital Control
The goal sought in the design of the digitallycontrolled gas chromatographs was to provide automatic data reduction and printout of the results
along with elimination of as many operator errors
as possible by the use of autoranging detectors and
automatic selection of integrating parameters. Also,
the digital processor could schedule oven temperature changes, switch the column effluent to other
detectors, and do many of the other chores that had
kept a chemist tied to his chromatograph during
lengthyprocedures, some of which can go on forhours.
The most economical way to integrate all these
functions into a single instrument that met our performance standards was to use a central processing unit
(CPU) with computer-like architecture. The heart of
the system that evolved is a 16-bit, serial-oriented
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Fig.4. Relatively
madeby a manually
simplechromatogram
gaschromatograph.
Toanalyze
results,thechemist
operated
(marked
mustderivethetimedelaybetween
sampleinsertion
by the negativespikeat left)and eachpeak,and the area
calculations
Special
boundedby eachpeakandthebaseline.
dctprminc
arcasof ns6l1g
thoseshownhere.
thatoVerlao,like
suchas crudeoil may
Chromatograms
of complexmixtures
be 10 timesas longand havehundredsof peaks.
CPU like that used in the HP 9800-seriesCalculators.3
Besides the 16-bit word size, a clock rate of around
5 MHz was needed to perform all the desired operations in a reasonablelength of time, requirements that
could not be met by the microprocessors available at
the time. Hence, MSI computer circuits were used.
All operating parameters are entered through the
function-oriented keyboard (Fig. 5), eliminating the
many control knobs that a sophisticated gas chromatograph can have. The parameters are stored in a read/
write memory as digital numbers, allowing the operating values to be entered with much greater resolution than is economically possible with the rotary,
slide, or pushbutton switches commonly used. By
pressing the LIST key, all variables under processor
control relating to the chemical analysis are recorded
automatically on the chromatogram, giving all the
data pertinent to the analysis on a single sheet of
paper.
Organizingthe Processor
Processor organization is shown in Fig, 6. Each
system parameter that operates under processor control is treated as a peripheral to the CPU, and is accessedthrough the I/O bus. For example, each heated
zone has a unique electrical address, and temperature
control is executed by a particular algorithm stored in
a read-only memory (ROM). Besides economy, this
technique provides several advantages over previous

Flg.5. Throughthe keyboard,all
aspecls of the analysisate conttoiled-the column oven temperature ptogram, the temperaturesof
other heated zones, the integtation parameters, the califuation,
and the type of computation.
Operation of backflush valves, a
change in recorder speed, a
change in detectors, and other
parameters can be programmed
to occur at specific times following the start of a run.

methods of hardware control, such as enabling the
listing of setpointand the actualvalue of any heated
zoneasan integralpart ofthe final printout ofresults.
The key to efficient utilization of the processor
systemwasrecognitionof the factthat the peripherals
connectedto the I/O bus need constant attention and
therefore should not be accessedby the usual I/O
routines, that is with a requestfor interrupt followed
by a CPU poll and so on. It was decidedto establish
a regular, periodic interrupt routine controlled by

hardware, This allows each device to be serviced
on a known schedule so module operation can be
synchronized to have data ready when serviced.
This scheme is implemented by using three of the
bus lines for hardware-controlled addresses. Addressesare placed on these lines by square-wave divider circuits such that a 4O-Hz square wave appears
on the first line, a ZO-Hz square wave on the second,
and a LO-Hz square wave on the third, as shown in
Fig. 6. Each time a transition of the 40-Hz square wave

Fig.6. Organizationof the digital
processor in the Model 58304
Gas Chromatograph.
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plotting and/or printing.
A brief descriptionof the addresseswill aid in un10 Hz
derstandinghow the processoris used.Addresses00,
20 Hz
o1.,02, 40, and 41 are 32-bit transfers of data from
the detectorsto the processor.The instrument han40 Hz
dlesup to five detectordatasignalson the bus. Specific
addressesare allocated for the detectors comTime Slol
T3
T6
T7 TO
TO
T1
T2
T4
T5
monly used in GC work, i.e. the flame-ionizationdeInterupt
tector (FID) and the thermal conductivity detector
(TCD),and a third addressis allocatedon eachof the
chromatograph's
two channelsfor any special detecFig.7. An interrupt occurs on each transition of the 40-Hz
square wave.Ihe stafesof the squarewavesat each interrupt
tors that the chromatographermay wish to use.
define a 3-bit address for the routines to be oerformed durinq
Addresses
04,74,24,34,and++ areconcernedwith
that interrupt.
temperaturecontrol in various parts of the chromatooccurs, an inteuupt is generated and the present graph. The read/write qualifier is used in conjunction
with theseaddressesto enabledata transfer in either
statesof the three lines determine the I/O addressfor
that interrupt. This is the only interrupt in the system, direction. First, a digital word describing the actual
and it occurs 80 times a second.AII eight addresses temperatureof the particular zone is transferredfrom
detectors in the heated zone to the processor. An
are thus cycled ten times a second.
algorithm storedin ROM comparesthe actual temperA.software counter in the CPU, synchronized to
ature to the setpoint previously entered in the read/
the hardware system,addressesa section of ROM for
write memory from the keyboard.The algorithm then
determining the servicing routine for each intenupt
calculatesa duty cycle for the triac supplying power
slot. The ROM programs cause the processorto adto
the zone heater and transfersthe value of the duty
dress four other lines on the data bus called qualicycle
to the zone controller. Note that the temperafier lines. One of these determinesthe direction of
tures
of
all thesezonesare sampledand corrected10
data flow and the other three address various functimes
a
second.
tions. During any one interrupt time slot, up to eight
Addresses31 and 32 are concernedwith column
functions maybe addressedsequentiallyby the qualitemperature.A combination of resistanceheatoven
fier lines. Consequently,with these seven lines the
cooling, and ambient air mixing is
ing,
cryogenic
processorhasthe capabilityof addressingup to 64 lopermitting
the setpoint for the oven temperaused,
cations10 times a second,and to determinethe direcbetween -50'C and +400"C.
be
set
anywhere
ture
to
tion of data flow at each location.
Address 50 is for the keyboard. When any key is
pressed,
its identity is storedin a register.Address50
AddressOrganization
the contentsof this registerto the CPUfor intransfers
below.
in
the
table
The addresslocationsare listed
terpretation.
printer/plotter
is
during
every
addressed
Note that the
Address 51 is for control ofexternal devicessuch as
interrupt. This enables the printer/plotter to access
valves
for sample injection or column switching. Bereal-time
for
simultaneous
data 80 times a second
causethe processorhas a masterclock, a list of timedependent variables such as these valves may be
stored in a software table and executedas a function
of time elapsedsincesampleinjection.Keyboardentries define the function that is to occur and the time
of occurrence. Time programming is available for
time-dependent variables within the instrument as
well as for the external devices.
Address 52 is for an automaticliquid sampler(HP
Model 7671,A).The actual injection sequencefor the
mechanism is stored in a programmable read-only
memory in the chromatograph.The sequencecan be
actuated by the CPU during address 52 or information concerning the status of the sequence can
be transferred to the CPU.
Addresses 54 and 64 are for transmitting digital
readingsfrom the electronic flow sensorsin columns
A and B. Address 60 is reservedfor future options.
Ttm6 Slot ard Quellfio Addrff
FuctioD T.blc
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Time slot 7 is used by the CPU for synchronizing the
hardware/softwaresystem.
When the processor completes its housekeeping
functions in each interrupt time slot, it returns to the
background program until the next interrupt occurs.
Everything describedso far requires only about 30%
of the processortime, leaving plenty of time for background programs such as the integrating algorithms
and calculations.
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Printingwith a Plotter
The operation of the printer-plotter is another example of the contribution that digital control can
make. The recording "stylus" is a small ceramic
rectangleon which a single vertical row of sevendots
is formed by thick-film techniques.Eachdot is a resistor that reachesa temperatureof 200"Cin about 4 ms
when 100mA at 20 V is applied.Poweris maintained
for about 6 ms, enoughtime for the heat to changethe
color of the heat-sensitivepaper where touched by
the dot.
The dots are selectively pulsed by the CPU as the
column of dots is moved linearly across the page.
This generatescharacterswith the equivalent of a
5x7 dot matrix.
To trace the chromatogram,one of the dots is
turned on continuously at reduced power. The detector output, which is converted to digital words 10
times a secondfor transmissionto the CPU, is reconverted to an analog voltage for driving the servo mechanism that positions the print head. To achieve
high resolution, a constant-density trace is maintained by modulating the power to the print head
as a function of stylus slew rate. The CPU calculates
the slew rate 80 times a second and a digital word
describing the required power level is transmitted
to the printer-plotter module.
At the same time, the CPU controls the stepping
motor that drives the recorder chart. Either a step or a
no-steppulse is transmitted to the motor during each
interrupt. The chart speed is thus determined by the
rate at which step pulses occur, which is calculated
by the CPU according to the chart speed entered on
the keyboard.This technique permits the chart speed
to be set from 0 to 10 cm/min in 0.01-cm/min increments.As with the zone temperaturecontrollers,this
fine resolution is obtained with no increasein hardware costs.
The ability to intermix printing and real-time plotting without causing discontinuities in the plot is another advantagederived from driving the chart under
CPU control When a retention time is to be written
adjacent to a peak, the chart drive is stopped and
subsequentrealtime data points stored while the
printed information is being generated.Plotting resumeswhen the printing operationis complete,but it
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Fig. 8. Ihe printer-plotter traces a chromatogtam as an
analysisproceedsand printspertinentdata on thesame sheet
of paper. ln this example, calculations determine the percentage of each peak with respectto the total area of all peaks.
The basic data is retained in memory so the operatot can call
for additional reports calculated in other ways

goes at an increasedrate until the stored data points
are all plotted. The chart speedthen returns to normal
and real-time plotting resumes.
With its ability to both print and plot, the printerplotter greatly simplifies record keeping by enabling
the chromatogram,operating parameters,and the calculated results to all be recorded on the samepiece of
paper, as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. Ihe electrometer for the FID uses the exponential
relationship between the emitter-base voltage and collector
current of a transistor.ln the feedback path of the input amplifier, it deilves a logarithmic relationship between input and
output (Q1). ln the next stage (Q2), it linearizes the amplifier
output. Ranging is accomplished by changing the base voltage, and hence the amplification factor, of transistor Q2.

lnvisible Autoranging
With the digital processor integrated into the gas
chromatograph, it was possible to incorporate autoranging into the detectors in a way that made the
operation invisible to the user.
The electrometer used with the flame ionization
detector (FID) is based on the electrometer developed
for the HP Model 5700A Gas Chromatograph.a This
electrometer eliminated many of the problems of earlier designs by using a logarithmic amplifier that can
accommodate input signals over a wide dynamic
range followed by an exponential amplifier that linearizes the output of the logarithmic amplifier (Fig.
9). Range switching occurs at a low-impedance point
where it can be executed without introducing the
kind of transients that occur when the high-impedance circuits of a conventional electrometer are
switched.
The digital-to-analog converter that follows the
exponential amplifier is a conventional dual-slope
converter as found in many digital multimeters. The
clock rate for the converter is 10 MHz, enabling a
complete, high-resolution conversion in less than
1 ms. For each reading, 100 conversions are added,
thereby giving an averaged value that has improved
signal-to-noise ratio.
Ranges are switched by comparators that look at the
output of the analog-to-digital converter, upranging
if the accumulating clock pulses reach a full count
before the measurement cycle is complete, or downranging if the count does not reach2o"/" of maximum
by the end of the measurement cycle. Since a range
change occurs within 1 ms of the start of a measurement cycle, the system is able to track peaks that have
very fast leading edges.
The range-to-range ratio was made 16 to 1 so a
range change can be introduced into the binary
output simply by shifting it four places. Thus the CPU
always sees a number corresponding to the absolute
value of the electrometer output over a wide dynamic
range without recourse to a separate range indication.
The only range change visible to the user is the user's
own selection of a suitable recorder sensitivity.
Similar arrangements for digital readout and
autoranging are used with the other types of
detectors. A major benefit of autoranging is the
elimination of errors resulting from undetected
overranging. Some detector systems do not clip a
peak overload but round the top of the peak, giving it the appearance of a normal peak. It thus
happens that the detector amplifier can be operated in a non-linear region, causing errors in the
interpretation of the chromatogram, without the
user's being aware that an overrange condition
exists. This does not happen with the digitallycontrolled chromatograph.

Safe Unattended Operation
Because the use of the digital processor with its
stored programs made long periods of unattended
operation possible, the design of the entire gas chromatograph had to be made fail-safe with consideration given to many areas unrelated to chemical performance. For example, the memory is protected
against loss of its contents by a standby battery power
supply that can support the memory for the duration
of a typical power failure. In the event that the power
is off longer than the standby power supply can support the memory, the system automatically enters default values when power returns so no harm is caused
the system on restart.
The power supplies are protected against both
overvoltage and overcurrent such that an orderly
shutdown occurs before any part of the instrument is
damaged. The heated zones are protected by an independent software-controlled detection circuit that
shuts down secondary 115V power to the zones and
the column oven before damage can occur.
The concern for fail-safe operation also extended to
non-electronic parts of the system. For example, hydrogen gas, sometimes used as a carrier gas and commonly used in the FIDs, could fill the column oven
and be ignited by the resistance heaters if there were a
leak. If this should occur, the resulting violent explosion must be contained within the shell of the instrument to prevent injury to nearby personnel. This
places quite a burden on the designer because it is
also desirable to keep the mass of the oven low to give
fast thermal response. The design of the oven in the
Models 5830A/58404 is such that it successfullv
withstands multiple test explosions.
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